The war to end all wars:

		

Honouring the dead by learning the lessons

“The war to end all wars” ushered in a century of violence on an unprecedented scale. A hundred years on, the lessons
to be learnt appear buried beneath a barrage of commemorative activities.
					
MAPW believes that Australia could best honour those who died by learning from the past.
							
This series of papers outlines our failure to do so, and some ways forward.
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We’ll Be There: How Australia
Decides To Go To War

			

Paul Barratt

Most Australians would be surprised to know how
easy it is for an Australian Government to commit
the Australian Defence Force to military conflict.
In contemporary Australian practice the consent
of neither Parliament nor the Governor-General is
required. The matter is in the hands of the Executive (Cabinet), an informal grouping of Ministers
selected and chaired by the Prime Minister, and the
only formal legal step that is required is a direction
from the Minister for Defence to the Chief of the
Defence Force.
The fact that the matter is one for the Executive
means that it is effectively in the hands of one person, the Prime Minister. There is no legal requirement for the Prime Minister to consult Cabinet
colleagues, expert civilian or military advisers, or
the intelligence agencies, nor to take heed of their
advice: it all comes down to the judgement and will
of one person, and in our political system strong
Prime Ministers all get their way on matters that are
important to them.
The right of the Executive, rather than the Parliament, to decide to send troops to war is in the Australian constitutional context a legacy of the Royal
Prerogative, which in turn has its roots in the predemocratic notion that the power to make war is an
attribute of the sovereign rather than the people. In
the globalised world of the 21st century, and in any
society founded on the belief that power flows from
the people to the state rather than from the state

to the people, it is both an anachronism and an
anomaly.

based, what the nature of Australia’s involvement will
be, and how long it is expected to last.

As the decision to commit Australian troops to
the invasion of Iraq in 2003 shows, the current
situation in which the Prime Minister, with or
without the advice and consent of his/her colleagues and their departmental advisers, can
commit Australian forces to war or warlike operations in circumstances short of a direct attack on
Australia’s homeland, can have a range of undesirable consequences. These include misleading,
over-stated or over-certain claims to the Australian Parliament and people, patently absurd claims
of self defence against a real and imminent threat
to Australia, a lack of clarity as to what the mission is and what success would look like, and
vexed questions of UN authority and of legality
in relation both to customary international law
and to the provisions of the Charter of the United
Nations.

Some will argue that consulting Parliament will take
too long, that the Government might have its wishes
frustrated in the Senate, and that the Government
might have intelligence it cannot share. These arguments fly in the face of the facts that it takes time to
mobilise a significant force; that the Government can
only be frustrated in the Senate if it fails to convince
the major Opposition party that there is a genuine
threat; and that the Government routinely shares sensitive national security information with the Opposition leadership.

All of these elements were present to a greater or
lesser degree in our decisions to commit to the
Vietnam War and to our various engagements in
Afghanistan and Iraq, and consequently they all
raised considerable domestic dissent.
An important part of the solution to this problem
is to involve the Parliament in any future decision to deploy the Australian Defence Force into
international armed conflict. Knowing that the
authority to proceed would require a favourable
resolution in both Houses would impose on the
Government of the day the discipline of putting
on record a clear statement of what the purpose
of the deployment is, on what premises it is

In the United States, the use of military force requires
Congressional authorisation. In Britain, the most
similar political system to our own, it has become the
practice to consult the House of Commons before
sending the troops to war, and in 2014, while authorising operations in Iraq, the Commons declined to
authorise operations in Syria.
It is high time for Australia to follow the practice of
the countries to which it most likes to compare itself,
and require Parliamentary approval of military action.

lustration by John Shakespeare
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/does-australia-really-need-the-us-alliance-

20140512-zraey.html
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Australia The Quiet Accomplice
			

Richard Tanter

In the past decade, Australian governments, Labor
and Coalition, have agreed to a considerable expansion of ‘joint facilities’ - the military and intelligence
bases in Australia that are operated in conjunction
with the US - such as Pine Gap, Kojarena, and North
West Cape, as well as the deployment of a large US
Marine force on ‘permanent rotation’ in the Northern
Territory.
Despite government claims that these are operated
with its ‘full knowledge and concurrence’, each of
these critically important facilities is capable of being
used by the United States in war without Australian consent or control, effectively dragging Australia
into war without choice – including nuclear war with
China.
The bases, of which Pine Gap is the most famous and
controversial, have new roles as the leading edge of
what is now the networked alliance between Australia and the US. These new roles include:
• a greatly increased role in US global military
operations, both conventional and nuclear;
• planning for space warfare;
• an unprecedented missile defence role for Pine
Gap;
• technological and organisational integration of
Australian military forces with those of the US;
and
• new capacities at a number of joint facilities that
transform Australia’s military relationship with
China.

Pine Gap, for example, makes critical contributions
to planning for nuclear war, missile defence of the
US and Japan, US military operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and CIA targeted-killing operations
by drone. It has twice as many antennas as it did at
the end of the Cold War, in a compound double its
original size. Both Pine Gap, in its secondary role as
a Relay Ground Station for American early warning satellites, and the new space warfare facilities
at North West Cape, are now integral parts of U.S.
planning in the event of war with China.
Decades of bipartisan support for the US alliance
rest on a belief that, despite the known risk of nuclear attack on the major bases, hosting the facilities is the price to guarantee American support for
Australian defence.
Yet the possible nuclear cost for Australia remains
high: Pine Gap is still, as it was throughout the Cold
War, a high-priority missile target in the event of
major war between the US and China. Risks for the
residents in nearby Alice Springs, now a much larger
town than it was during the Cold War, are heightened.
The designation of these bases as ‘joint facilities’
disguises the fact that the degree of ‘jointness’ is in
most cases highly unequal and asymmetrical, with
serious consequences for Australian sovereignty.
Whatever the sign on the gate may say, if a joint facility is built by the US, paid for by the US, and can
only function as part of an American technological
system, then it is an American facility to which Australia has greater or lesser degrees of access.
The Joint Defence Facility Pine Gap exemplifies this

situation. True, the base has an Australian Assistant Secretary of Defence as deputy chief of facility, but in FY2008-09, the last year for which data
is available, Australia’s contribution to Pine Gap’s
budget was just $14 million – perhaps enough for
the station’s security guards and the cafeteria and
a bit left over.
The real question for Australia is not whether
the importance of the bases to the US obliges
America to defend us; that is something that will
always rest on the US government’s calculation
of its overall interests at the time. The critical
issue - more urgent after sending the ADF four
times since 1990 to American wars of strategic
irrelevance to Australia - is the extent to which
the bases’ new roles hardwire Australia into US
strategic objectives and military operations, preempting any consideration of sovereign responsibility for acts of war and our ability to assess
Australian national interests independent of the
United States.
Australian sovereignty and the need for accountable decision-making about how and when
Australia goes to war require a comprehensive
re-assessment of the consequences of increasing
alliance integration. The ability to test government claims in informed public debates amounts
to a necessary – and presently missing – condition of Australian democracy.
Professor Richard Tanter is an activist, researcher and
teacher, and Senior Research Associate at the Nautilus
Institute.

“There is really only one story worth telling about the Great War: it was a common
European tragedy – a filthy, disgusting and hideous episode of industrialised killing.
Not the first, and not the last. It was unredeemed by victory. The uplifting element of
the story lies in the struggle to avert it.” Douglas Newton, in “The Darkest Days: The

truth behind Britain’s rush to war, 1914”
MAPW:

The Medical Association for Prevention of War (Australia) is a professional not-for-profit organisation that works to promote peace and disarmament. MAPW aims to reduce the physical, psychological and environmental impacts of wars. We
have branches in every state and territory in Australia.
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